Ernie, Bert and Mildred
Comedy Trio

Ernie, Bert and Mildred all think they are the best

Ernie (Smug) is a Bigger boy who dresses in a Kilt
Bert (Deluded) is younger and dresses in short trowsers and school cap
Mildred (Weird) is a sickly stroppy little girl with pigtails

Creative Percussion would be good... and tough luck if your a boy and you have to play the part of Mildred
Ernie - B♭ Euphonium 1

Bert - Tenor Trombone 1

Mildred - Eb Solo Horn

High Band Bb

Low Band Bb

High Band Eb

Low Band Eb
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Tantrissimo
Catches conductor by surprise
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Mildred Screams, stamps her feet. Then Tosses her Pigtails in superiority. Band are Shocked
Ernie Belly Laughs as High Brass struggle to play a high note at ppp